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1. Why Angola ?

> Angola emerges as an ideal type for the analysis of
w ater resources governance in developing countries
§ Great potential of water resources;
§ Difficulties of access to water with great impact on
populations, specially the poorest groups;
§ Incipient institutional system;
§ Potential for political tensions in the management of
transboundary rivers.
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1.Notas
ethosfinais:
of de
country ilusória da água em Angola
4.
A abundância
persistence of
informal
mechanisms
[underestimation
of the State/law]

Urgency in State
building capacity
[vital to fulfill needs
and surpass
inequalities in the
access of water]

the
country
ethos

Emergence of
regional
integration
[facilitator of IWRM,
but paradoxally
collides with the need
of State consolidation]
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General framework
> Existence of shared river
basins obliges to cooperation
[SADC Water Protocol]
> SADC is the
intergovernmental
organization for the
integration of Southern Africa
Countries
> SADC joins countries with
socioeconomic disparities
and different institutional and
scientific capacities.

Source: SADC, IUCN, SARDC, IBRD (2002). Defining and
Mainstreaming Environmental Sustainability in Water
Resources – A Summary (citation: Hirji, R., Mackay, H.,
Maro, P.); Maseru, Harare, Washington DC.

2. The problem of water in Angola, in the context of SADC region
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2. The problem of water in Angola, in the context of SADC region
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§ SADC water context is
marked by an increase of
demand, accompanied by a
retreat of water storage,
leading to water stress in
some areas.
§ In the next 25 years a
worsening of this scenario
is foreseen in some
countries with serious risk
of absolute scarcity.

2. The problem of water in Angola, in the context of SADC region
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2. The problem of water in Angola, in the context of SADC region

> Adverse regional context

> Southern African Hydropolitical Complex should be envisaged as
an element of Regional Security Complex (Turton et al, 2004)

> It is wise to deepen principles underlying virtual water, within water
resources planning and management.
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2. The problem of water in Angola, in the context of SADC region

§ Apparently with considerable water
supplies, but revealing the lowest
patterns of water consumption in the
region;
§ Expectable improvement of water
distribution systems;

Increase of pressure
on water resources,
inducing on a
decrease of water
availability per
capita.

§ population growth;
§ Announced Development Projects,
namely in farming sector.
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2 The problem of water in Angola, in the context of SADC region

DISTRICT CAPITAL

Production capability
3

( m /day)

Estimate population

Percapita[2004]
estimate
(litres/person/day

Mbanza Congo

518

50 000

5

N'Dalatando

1728

95 000

9

Ondjiva

1536

63 000

9

Huambo

12000

400 000

15

Lubango

17500

300 000

29

Luanda

356000

4 000 000

37

Benguela

35600

400 000

44

Dundo

11000

50 000

50

Source: Caracterização do Sector de Águas (Resolução CM nº 10/04 de 11 Junho)
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3. O problema da água em Angola

2. The problem of water in Angola, in the context of SADC region

Grubbed pit in a dry stream in Cunene River Basin
(Grande Reportagem, n.º 57, 1995 | Foto de Afonso Mejia)

Water sale in a Luanda Street (2006)
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2. The problem of water in Angola: the informal sector

> Informal sector is the main source of water supply;

> Deficiencies of access to water and sanitation are one of the main
causes of public health problems [One of most serious outbreak of cholera in
subsarian Africa occurred in Angola in the year of 2006]

> Strong factor of social inequalities and barrier to poverty reduction
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3. Challenges to institutional system

[Expected] Role of institutions:
>Reduction of uncertainties underlying human relation with
water (i.e. public access to freshwater, flood control,
sewerage and wastewater treatment);
>Regulation of different water uses;
>Institutional arrangements designed to promote
coordination between institutional actors and public
participation.
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3. Challenges to institutional system

To promote forms of management aware of present water
governance crisis and of the need to invest on:
§ Anticipatory environmental policies which have incorporated long
range aims and compromises towards future generations;
§ Fulfillment of different water uses without compromising
ecosystems protection;
§ Users and public participation;
§ Connection of expert systems (from water capitation to water
delivery) and intersector needs (domestic, industrial and
agriculture uses);
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3. Challenges to institutional system

> Some indicators
§ Average water use per person per day: 30 litres [1982‐2002];
§ Sanitation coverage: 30%;
§ Infant mortality rate [per 1000]: 133,5;
§ Life expectance at birth: 41.4 years old;
§ Human Development Index: 161ª [ in an universe of 177 countries].
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3. Challenges to institutional system

> Unplanned urban sprawl and uncontrolled growth of
urban population; [urban population : 19% in 1975 and 53% in
2005]

> Deficits of water delivery systems and sanitation
> unregulated proliferation informal water sector
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3. Challenges
to institutional system : permanencies and paradoxes
4.

Urban flooding in Luanda (2006)

Alvalade neighborhood: Early morning car cleaning
(2006)
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3. Challenges to institutional system
How to revert these indicators?

trust on
institutional
mechanisms
of water
management

low

degree of (personal,
social, economic)

conditioning
induced by the
pattern of access
to water

high

effort (time and
money) to have
access to water

high
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global aim

3. Challenges to institutional system : Strategic Action Plan 20042016

to generalize safe freshwater
supply and sanition

water resources a basis for
sustainable development and
enviromental protection

goals

strategic
aims

deadlines and costs
constraints

to reduce to a half, until 2015,
the percentage of population
non covered by water and
sanitation

generalized adoption, until, of
integrated water management
model

Entities
actions to pursue

Creation of
Water Resources
Institute

Plan for water
resources
assessement

developm ent of
expertise for
integrated water
m anagem ent of the
shared basins

[…]

25 river basin
administrations

Plan for human
resources
improvement

Creation of a National
Fund of a Water
resources

[…]

Water National
Council and River
Basin Council
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4. risks and opportunities in the management of water resources in Angola

OPPORTUNITIES

§ Existing water supplies;
§ Legal framework at the national level;
§ Existence of planning instruments and management at the
regional level;
§ Knowhow and expertise centers in neighbor countries and
CPLP;
§ Existence of a Water Strategic Plan;
§ Investment on infrastructures of water delivery and sanitation
§ Fast growth of GDP.
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4. risks and opportunities in the management of water resources in Angola
RISKS
§ Institutional system fragility
§ No regulation and no application of water law;
§ No development of formally established planning
instruments;
§ Delay in the creation of Water Resources Institute;
§ Expertise scantiness;
§ No action directed to the establishment of river basin as unit
of planning and management ;
§ Establishment unrealistic goals jeopardizing trust in
institutions
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4. risks and opportunities in the management of water resources in Angola

But the higher risk is perhaps…

Alert of conguês historian Elikia M’Bokolo

“ Africa content oneself with having chiefs
when
strongly needs structures”
(Público newspaper, 16/11/2007)
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Thank you!
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proposta
projecto
de investigaçãoacção
4. Notas de
finais:
A abundância
ilusória da água em Angola

Metodologia
de análise da
governação
local dos
recursos
hídricos

Propostas de
(re)configurações
institucionais e de
modelos de
gestão

3. O problema da água em Angola: a lei de águas de 2002

Princípio geral:

Gestão integrada por Bacia Hidrográfica
coordenação intersectorial e a
“compatibilização da política da gestão
da água com a política geral do
ordenamento do território e política

consagrada como unidade principal de gestão

a participação dos utilizadores

Planos Gerais de Desenvolvimento e Utilização
de Recursos das Bacias

cooperação internacional, em
particular em bacias partilhadas
respeito por obrigações
resultantes de compromissos
internacionais

pressupõe a elaboração

obedecendo ao princípio de
usos múltiplos

PLANO NACIONAL DE RECURSOS HÍDRICOS

fazendo prevalecer o
interesse nacional, que
pode passar por
transferência de caudais
interbacias

